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With Box, you can safely store files in the cloud. You can also access information wherever you are at any time. This intuitive app syncs information from your desktop and phone. It is a handy tool when you are in meetings or away from your desk. With Box, you can share the necessary files with your
colleagues or update documents from your mobile device. There's also the ability to view different types of files and enjoy full-screen quality. When you install Box, you get 10GB of cloud storage for free. You can add extra security to more sensitive files with file-level security controls. You can access your
information and folders offline for added convenience. You can view documents and stored files using a real-time search tool. There is also an easy way to share large files with friends and colleagues. This is done through the link-sharing method. All you have to do is copy the automatically generated
link and you're good to go. It's a versatile cloud storage program because you can save photos and videos too. The download speed is slow at times, but in most cases it depends on your network connection. Box is a secure, fast, and user-friendly system to manage important files wherever you are. If
you have a phone, you have access to all your important information and folders at the touch of a button. Where can you run this program? This app requires Android version 5.0 and up. Is there a better alternative? No. Box is a reliable cloud storage system for Android phone users. DropBox works in a
similar way, but with less space. Switching to cloud storage makes it easier to access files. Box is a safe and secure place to store your information. It's an effective tool and a top-notch folder management option while you're out of the office at any time. Should you download it? Yes. If you find yourself



away from your desk and need critical information on the go, this is an effective system to use. Android 5.1.1 may have only been released on Nexus devices a few weeks ago, but Google is already rolling an update to non-Nexus smartphones. We've already given you Android 5.1.1 OTA links to the
Nexus 5 and Nexus 4 and now, the update is available for a range of Google's Android One devices. When Android One first debuted, one of the biggest promises was that it would provide timely access to new versions of Android, as Google itself manages software updates for devices. Instead of
leaving OEM software development to partners, Android One Android shares and software release programs that allow Google to roll out the latest versions of Android quickly. Android One may have been delayed by finally jumping from KitKat to Lollipop, but Google didn't stop there, and thanks to the
review, we've now put together OTA OTA Links to the following Android One devices: Like all images, installing these updates is something you do at your own risk, but the process is relatively simple. First, place the zip file on your Android One device, then download it to the recovery, select the zip file
and flash it on your device. The update will be installed, your phone will reboot and it is ready to use. If you prefer to wait for it to appear on your device, you can wait for the request or manually check it out by going into the settings of the qgt; about the system updates. related_videosAndroid One in the
video: align left type custom video585756,528296,528586 Android 5.1.1 is basically an error fix update, resulting in solutions to a number of users reported problems, including Nexus 5 camera issues that affected some users after the initial Update Android 5.1. As always, Google hasn't published a
change log, but the update may also include a long-awaited fix for memory leak problems that have affected devices running on Lollipop.While Google itself hasn't added new features for Android 5.1.1 for stock Android devices - like Android One devices - other OEMs have used the update to add new
features to their devices. The update leaked to the Galaxy S6 a few days ago, and the biggest changes are the ability to take photos in RAW, manual exposure and user interface settings. Have you installed Android 5.1.1 on your Android One device? What improvements, fixes or new features have you
found? Let us know your views of the guy! Pixel users can now sideload Android 9.0 pie on their devices. Both factory images and OTA updates are available to download directly from Google.However, OTA updates come quickly, so you may not have to manually sideload. Google surprised us all with
the full stable launch of Android 9.0 today, while also revealing the taste of this version of Android in the process: Pie.This means that if you have Google Pixel, Google Pixel XL, Google Pixel 2, or Google Pixel 2 XL, you can download the factory and OTA images of Android 9.0 Pie.To get factory images
for your Pixel device, click here. To get OTA images for your Pixel device, click here. The factory image will destroy the device, so when you reboot you'll be on a fresh, brand new montage of Android 9.0 pie, while OTA will just update the current system to the latest stable version of Android.Both Factory
and OTA also contain the latest Android security patches for August 2018.If you don't want to go through the hassle of manually sideloading your pie update, you can always just wait for your pie updates until OTA appears on your Pixel device sometime in the next 24 hours or so. My Pixel 2 XL is already
downloading OTA, so you probably won't have to wait long: Android 9.0 Pie brings a host of new features for Android, including gesture support, adaptive battery, and new security and Functions. There is also a beta version of the new digital wellbeing app that you can subscribe to by clicking here. NEXT:
Android 9.0 Pie Tracker Update: What We Know So FarTech: GoogleAndroid 9 Pie Update: If your pixel is registered in the Android beta program, head to the settings menu and check for your update. I just got my OTA for the fourth Android P preview and it looks like others are getting their updates too.
If you've already run a third developer preview, this new update should arrive as a 264MB file. Original article: If you have a Google Pixel device and are registered in the beta version of the Android P program, you can expect to receive an update to Android P beta 3 at some point today if you haven't
already. At the moment, the beta version of Android P 3 is only available for Pixel devices, but other devices that Google has announced as part of the Android P beta program on Google I/O 2018 are due to receive an update in the coming weeks, according to Google's blog on the subject. These devices
include the OnePlus 6, Sony Xperia X'2, main phone, and more. Beta 3 (otherwise known as Android Developer Preview 4) is the second to latest beta that Google has planned for Android P. Up next will be Android P Beta 4 (or Android developer preview 5), and after that, we should be in the final version
of the operating system. Obviously, the plan could change at any moment for a number of reasons, but everything was on track as expected so far. According to a Google blog post, the new beta version of Android P 3 includes recent bug fixes and optimization for stability and polishing, as well as security
updates in July 2018. Elsewhere, this new developer preview brings an update to the Android Studio build tools. Other than that, there doesn't seem to be much new material for this update. Since we get so close to the final version of the update, it's not likely that we'll see too many new features or
extensive updates from now on. You can register to participate in the beta program here, or you can manually flash the beta 3 updates on the Pixel device by stopping by here. In addition, the Android engineering team will take part in the Reddit AMA at r/androiddev on July 19 from 11:30 to 13:00 PST to
answer technical questions about Android P.NEXT: Android P tracker update: Here are all the phones that run Android P After several months of beta releases, Android 9 is officially released to the public today. And his name is Pai. As is usually the case, this release of Android 9 Pie takes place about
two months before the expected launch of pixel 3 line phones - meaning that Pixel owners get the latest and greatest software exclusively for a while. But given the history of Google releases, this does not rule out the release of 9.1, or at least 9.0.1, coinciding with the upcoming launch of Pixel 3 to include
a new one remains to be seen designed to highlight new devices. Android 9 Pie review is a more ambitious release version than you think at first glance. In the tradition of Android versions are called sequentially after the alphabet, while sticking to the theme of delicious treats, the pie feels like a solid
choice from what was a pretty thick box of options. Popsicle would be interesting, but for whatever reason Google decided not to go with another tie-in brand like KitKat and Oreo. The pie is also an interesting nod to android super-lovers who were aware of the rumored key lime pie code name for Android
4.4 before it became KitKat. We speculated that Google might go all-in for a pie with Pecan Pie or Pumpkin Pie - but we didn't expect a generic version of the name. If you've been following Android 9 Beta builds PST for two months, you'll have a handle on everything we see in the final production release.
The last beta build was released less than two weeks before the stable build, so it's clear that little has changed. As a quick update, Android Pie includes a new gesture navigation system, application action and shortcuts in the launcher, new battery-saving settings and many user-centric settings to
simplify the software as a whole. And just a note on these gestures: they're not included by default on Android Pie when the device is updated from Oreo - you'll have to turn on the gesture of navigation manually to give it a try. Future pixels will have gestures as their only navigation system, and third-party
phone manufacturers will reserve a choice to use. Interview: Google EK Chung on Android 9 Pie design, simplicity and digital well-being Pixel users get it first, but many other people can get in on the fun too. Pixel, Pixel XL, Pixel 2 and Pixel 2 XL owners will start getting a pie update starting today,
including those currently on android beta programs - so don't unenroll from the program. The beta program will end with a stable release, so you'll be back on a regular track with everyone else. For those who are very impatient, Google is also posting factory images and OTA files flashing on your pixel
manually. We have a handy guide showing you how to do it, too. One of the biggest users of Google facing the changes, the digital well-being feature set is not quite ready to go with this first public release of Android 9. If you want to get an early look at an unfinished version of features that track and limit
the time you spend on your phone and in specific apps, Google is discovering digital well-being through the Google Play Store beta program. Just visit Google's beta link and enter your email address, as long as you have a pixel that has been up to the pie. Google also commits to continue working with its
partners who have provided beta releases on their phones Pixels. Phones that have received beta-assemblage Android P over the past few months, such as the OnePlus 6 and Nokia 7 Plus, are also slated to receive Android 9 pie in short order for Pixel phones - which of course is exactly what we would
like to see from using the Treble project and the beta program. It's neat to see early builds on your phone, but the real reason for the advanced beta program is to give companies early access to the software so they can get official stable builds out the door sooner than ever before. One shining star from
an extended beta program? Essential, which is already pushing a stable version of Android Pie on the main phone. We are proud to bring Android 9 pie to the main phone on the same day it is released! Check your phone now for updates.  pic.twitter.com/pniUDl9yr8 - Essential (@essential) August 6,
2018 We will continue to bring you better coverage of Android 9 Pie as it starts to beat devices. In the meantime, let us know what your thoughts are on the new release! Release!
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